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The stimulus–response function of many visual and auditory
neurons has been described by a spatial-temporal receptive
ﬁeld (STRF), a linear model that for mathematical reasons has
until recently been estimated with the reverse correlation
method, using simple stimulus ensembles such as white noise.
Such stimuli, however, often do not effectively activate high-
level sensory neurons, which may be optimized to analyze
natural sounds and images. We show that it is possible to
overcome the simple-stimulus limitation and then use this ap-
proach to calculate the STRFs of avian auditory forebrain neu-
rons from an ensemble of birdsongs. We ﬁnd that in many
cases the STRFs derived using natural sounds are strikingly
different from the STRFs that we obtained using an ensemble of
random tone pips. When we compare these two models by
assessing their predictions of neural response to the actual
data, we ﬁnd that the STRFs obtained from natural sounds are
superior. Our results show that the STRF model is an incom-
plete description of response properties of nonlinear auditory
neurons, but that linear receptive ﬁelds are still useful models
for understanding higher level sensory processing, as long as
the STRFs are estimated from the responses to relevant com-
plex stimuli.
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Neuroscientists have successfully used the concept of a receptive
ﬁeld (RF) (Hartline, 1940) to characterize the stimulus features
that are being encoded by sensory neurons both at the periphery
and at higher levels of processing. The RF summarizes the
encoding characteristics of a particular sensory neuron by show-
ing the feature that will elicit the maximal response. This descrip-
tion has resulted in an understanding of the hierarchical compu-
tation underlying the feature extraction that occurs for example in
the visual system, where the simple center-surround RFs of visual
ganglion cells (Kufﬂer, 1953) become RFs for edge and bar
detection in complex cells of V1 (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). A
similar representation is used in the auditory system, in frequency
tuning curves, where the spatial dimensions have been replaced
by a spectral dimension. More recently, visual and auditory neu-
rophysiologists have also added the dimension of time to static
RFs, obtaining spatial-temporal RFs in the visual system (DeAn-
gelis et al., 1995; Cai et al., 1997; Ringach et al., 1997a; De Valois
and Cottaris, 1998), and spectral-temporal RFs in the auditory
system (Aertsen and Johannesma, 1981a,b; Aertsen et al., 1981;
Clopton and Backoff, 1991; Eggermont et al., 1983a,b; Kim
and Young, 1994; Kowalski et al., 1996a; Nelken et al., 1997;
deCharms et al., 1998) (in both visual and auditory systems
referred to as STRFs). The STRF shows which temporal succes-
sion of acoustical or visual features would elicit the maximal
neural response. Recent research in the auditory cortex has
suggested that auditory and visual cortical STRFs have remark-
ably similar time varying shapes (deCharms et al., 1998).
The underlying assumption that allows one to reduce all as-
pects of encoding by a neuron to an STRF is that the response to
a novel time-varying stimulus that was not used in the estimation
of the STRF can be predicted from the stimulus–response data
used in the STRF estimation by simple linear interpolation or
extrapolation. The STRF of a neuron can therefore be rigorously
deﬁned as the best linear model that transforms any time-varying
stimulus into a prediction of the ﬁring rate of a neuron. It is also
this linear model of neural encoding that allows one to easily
obtain STRFs from experimental data. If the visual or auditory
spatial-temporal dimensions are sampled uniformly and ran-
domly, then one can estimate the STRF simply by averaging the
stimuli before each spike. This procedure is called the reverse
correlation method (Boer and Kuyper, 1968). However, the uni-
form and random sampling requirement implies that one needs to
use a stimulus ensemble that is the equivalent of white noise in
both the spatial/spectral and temporal dimensions. If such an
ensemble is not used, then the spike-triggered average stimulus
will, in general, not be equal to the STRF (Aertsen et al., 1981;
Eggermont et al., 1983a; Ringach et al., 1997b).
Therefore, even though describing neural coding in terms of
RF has been a successful approach, the underlying linear assump-
tions and the use of white noise to obtain the STRF raise
important issues. First, white noise has been shown to be a poor
stimulus in higher sensory areas, because it elicits very few spikes,
making the calculation of the STRF difﬁcult for practical reasons
(as the calculation requires large amount of data) and the results
of questionable validity for methodological reasons (as the neu-
rons might not be driven into their full dynamical range). Second,
because sensory neurons exhibit varying degrees of linearity, it is
essential to estimate how much of the response of the neurons can
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example, it is known that certain neurons in higher auditory areas
in primates (Rauschecker et al., 1995), bats (Ohlemiller et al.,
1996), and birds (Scheich et al., 1979; Margoliash, 1983, 1986) are
not well driven by simple or white noise stimuli and seem to be
speciﬁcally tuned to the sounds of the animal’s vocalizations.
These neurons show some degree of nonlinearity, because they
do not respond well to components of the vocalization presented
alone but respond strongly to the complete vocalization. Could
we nonetheless explain some of the encoding properties of such
complex auditory neurons with the linear STRF model for a
subset of specialized sounds? And if so, how would we calculate
STRFs from such stimulus ensembles that in general will show
correlations in time and frequency? Finally, how does one verify
that the linear model is in fact capturing a signiﬁcant fraction of
the encoding of such neurons?
In this work, we address these issues by demonstrating how
STRFs can be calculated from ensembles of natural sounds and by
using simple methods to quantify the accuracy of the linear
assumption. We further examine the degree of linearity by com-
paring the similarity and predictive power of STRFs obtained
from natural sounds to those obtained from an ensemble of pure
tone pips. The auditory neurons we examine lie in the songbird
forebrain auditory ﬁelds L1, L2a, L2b, and L3, which are homol-
ogous both in their anatomical location in the chain of acoustical
processing and in their functional properties to primary and
secondary auditory cortical areas in mammals (Muller and Lep-
pelsack, 1985; Fortune and Margoliash, 1992; Vates et al., 1996).
Understanding how neurons in these high-level auditory areas
process the sounds of the conspeciﬁc’s vocalizations, in particular
conspeciﬁc song, is behaviorally relevant, because songbirds must
be able to recognize song both to identify the singer and for
young males to be able to copy a tutor song (Marler, 1970;
Konishi, 1985). In addition, auditory processing in ﬁeld L
(Lewicki and Arthur, 1996) must ultimately contribute to the
extreme selectivity of song-selective auditory neurons found fur-
ther along in the auditory hierarchy (in the song system; Notte-
bohm et al., 1976). Such neurons respond highly nonlinearly only
to the speciﬁc spectral and temporal context of the bird’s own
song (Margoliash, 1983, 1986; Margoliash and Fortune, 1992;
Lewicki, 1996; Theunissen and Doupe, 1998).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Electrophysiology. All physiological recordings were done in urethane-
anesthetized adult male zebra ﬁnches in acute experiments. Extracellu-
lar waveforms were obtained using tungsten electrodes that were inserted
into the neostriatum of the bird at locations that were previously marked
with stereotaxic measurements. The extracellular waveforms were trans-
formed into spike trains by windowing the largest action potential. Single
units or small multiunit clusters were recorded in this manner. At the end
of the experiment, the bird was killed, and the location of the recordings
was veriﬁed histologically in Nissl-stained brain sections. A complete
description of similar experimental procedures can be found in Theunis-
sen and Doupe (1998). The location of the sites was classiﬁed into
anatomical subregions of Field L as described in Fortune and Margoliash
(1992). The data presented here were obtained from ﬁve birds and 20
recording sites (ﬁve from area L1, two from L2a, ﬁve from L2b, and eight
from L3).
Stimuli. Two stimulus ensembles were used: a random tone pip ensem-
ble and a conspeciﬁc song ensemble. The random tone ensemble was
made of 20 different 2 sec trains of tone pips. The frequency, amplitude,
length, and intertone interval were random. The distribution of frequen-
cies was made to match the average power spectrum of zebra ﬁnch song.
The tone length and the intertone interval had Gaussian distributions
with the same mean and SD as the syllable length and intersyllable
interval of a large ensemble of zebra ﬁnch songs recorded in our labo-
ratory. The tone pip loudness was varied randomly in logarithmic steps
(0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0). The loudest tones had an intensity that was similar
to the peak intensity of the songs (80 dB SPL). The tones had onset and
offset half-cosine ramps of 25 msec. The conspeciﬁc song ensemble
consisted of 21 songs from different adult male zebra ﬁnches obtained in
our colony including the bird’s own song. Ten spike train response trials
were obtained for each of the 21 songs and each of the 20 2 sec train of
tone pips. The intertrial interval was 6 sec, and the trials from different
stimuli were interleaved in random order.
STRFs in the auditory domain. The STRF is deﬁned as the optimal
linear ﬁlter that transforms a representation of a time-varying stimulus
into a prediction of the ﬁring rate of the neuron as estimated by the
poststimulus time histogram (PSTH) of the neuron. This optimal linear
ﬁlter can be simply obtained from the spike-triggered average stimulus
(STA) if (1) the stimulus space used in the experiment encompasses all
stimuli that are capable of producing signiﬁcant neural responses, (2) if
the sampling in the stimulus space is done in a random and uniform
manner, and (3) if the multiple spatial dimensions used to represent the
stimulus are independent of each other. If these three conditions are
satisﬁed, the STRF will be proportional to the STA. This method for
estimating the STRF is called the reverse correlation (Boer and Kuyper,
1968). We explain below why these three conditions can cause signiﬁcant
difﬁculties for the estimation of STRFs for high-level auditory neurons
and how one can circumvent some of these constraints.
The ﬁrst signiﬁcant difﬁculty is the choice of a spatial representation of
sound. The deﬁnition of the spatial dimensions of the stimulus in the
visual domain is unambiguous because the natural decomposition of an
image into pixels yields a representation in which the spatial dimensions
are clearly independent of each other. In the auditory domain, the spatial
dimensions are usually taken to be the amplitude values of each of the
narrow-band signals obtained from a decomposition of the sound into
frequency bands (a spectrographic representation of sound). This general
form for the auditory spatial dimensions makes sense physiologically,
because sounds are decomposed into narrow-band signals by frequency
channels along the length of the cochlea. However, as we will elaborate
below, such spatial dimensions will not be independent of each other
when an invertible spectrographic representation of sound is used. For
this reason (violation of condition 3), even when white noise sound is
used, which would satisfy both the complete (condition 1) and random
(condition 2) sampling of the auditory space, the spike-triggered average
spectrogram will only be an approximation of the STRF. In addition, in
both visual and auditory modalities, one would like to be able to inves-
tigate neural properties with stimuli other than white noise and therefore
not be constrained by the random and uniform sampling condition
(condition 2).
STRFs in the auditory domain have been deﬁned in two manners that
can be related to each other. Realizing that an STRF based on the
spike-triggered average spectrogram would depend not only on the
statistical properties of the stimulus (condition 2) but also on the nature
of the spectrographic representation (condition 3), Aertsen and Johan-
nesma (1981a) originally deﬁned an invariant STRF as the second-order
Volterra kernel between the sound pressure waveform and the PSTH.
This particular deﬁnition of the STRF is therefore independent of any
choice of spectrographic representation and could theoretically be esti-
mated from stimulus ensembles with different statistical properties. The
second-order kernel that relates sound pressure waveform to the PSTH
can also be rewritten as a ﬁrst-order Volterra kernel that relates the
Wigner function of the sound-pressure waveform to the PSTH (Egger-
mont and Smith, 1990; Eggermont, 1993; Kim and Young, 1994; Nelken
et al., 1997). The Wigner function yields a scale-free time-frequency
representation of the sound (see also Appendix). The second deﬁnition
of the auditory STRF is the more common one: it is the ﬁrst-order
Volterra kernel between a spectrographic representation of sound and
the PSTH (Eggermont et al., 1983a; Escabi et al., 1998; Shamma et al.,
1998). As shown in the Appendix, the second deﬁnition of the STRF
(called in this section the spectrographic STRF) can be thought of as a
ﬁltered version of the invariant STRF (see also Klein et al., 2000). This
deﬁnition of the STRF is favored because it illustrates the spectral-
temporal patterns that elicited neural responses in an explicit manner.
However, depending on the choice of the spectrographic representation,
one can obtain many spectrographic STRFs for a given neuron. More-
over, a spectrographic STRF runs the risk of losing information as a
result of the ﬁltering operation. To be able to relate the spectrographic
STRF to the invariant STRF, without any a priori assumptions, the
spectrographic representation of sound must be invertible (see Appen-
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spectrogram, except for a single absolute phase. Noninvertible represen-
tations could be used if a priori knowledge of the neural response
properties tells us that any two different stimuli that are not separately
recoverable from the noninvertible representation of sound yield the
same neural responses. In such cases the invariant STRF can still be
recovered from the spectrographic STRF.
An invertible spectrographic representation of sound requires the use
of overlapping frequency bands, as explained in this paragraph and in
more mathematical detail in the Appendix. The ﬁne temporal structure
of a sound is given by the relative phase of the narrow-band signals
obtained in the decomposition of the sound into frequency bands. The
phase of these narrow-band signals is thrown away in a spectrographic
representation, where only the amplitude envelopes of the narrow-band
signals are preserved. However, the relative phase of the narrow-band
signals can be recovered from the joint consideration of the amplitude
envelopes, as long as there is sufﬁcient overlap among the frequency
bands (Cohen, 1995; Theunissen and Doupe, 1998). It is for this reason
that, in a complete spectrographic representation, where frequency ﬁlters
overlap, the spike-triggered average of even a white noise stimulus will
only be an approximation of the spectrographic STRF. In a spectro-
graphic representation with nonoverlapping frequency bands, the spike-
triggered average spectrogram would be equal to the spectrographic
STRF but, in general, because such a spectrographic representation is
noninvertible, one might not be able to obtain the invariant STRF.
An invertible spectrographic representation of sound. In this study, we
used the spectrographic deﬁnition of the STRF (from here on called the
STRF) and an invertible spectrographic representation that is illustrated
schematically in Figure 1. The sounds are represented by a set of
functions of time s{i}(t), where si(t) is taken to be the log of the amplitude
envelope of the signal in the frequency band i (the brackets indicate that
we refer to the entire set of time-varying functions). The frequency
bands were obtained with Gaussian ﬁlters of 250 Hz width (SD). We used
31 frequency bands spanning center frequencies between 250 and 8000
Hz. In this manner, the center frequencies of neighboring bands are
separated by exactly 250 Hz or the equivalent of 1 SD. It is this large
amount of overlap that allows this representation to be invertible. We
extracted the amplitude envelope of each frequency band using the
analytical signal as explained in Theunissen and Doupe (1998) and
characterized the sound by the difference between the log value of the
amplitude and the mean log amplitude for that band. We have shown that
the particular time-frequency scale used in our spectrographic represen-
tation of sounds is the most efﬁcient at representing the spectral and
temporal structure of songs that is essential in eliciting the response of
song-selective neurons in the zebra ﬁnch (Theunissen and Doupe, 1998).
The additional log transformation was used because it improved our
results signiﬁcantly, as we will discuss in Results. Note that, in the
auditory domain, the STRF is a linear transformation between a non-
linear representation of the stimulus and the PSTH. The calculation of
the amplitude envelopes that make up the spectrogram is a nonlinear
operation (although in our case it is invertible), and additional nonlin-
earities such as the log transform are often used. This model, therefore,
includes known or determined static nonlinearities between the stimulus
and the response.
Calculation of the STRF for any stimulus ensemble. In this section we
elaborate on the details of the analytical solution of the STRF for any
sound ensemble, which involves correcting for the correlations in the
stimulus ensemble. The STRF is deﬁned as the multidimensional linear
Volterra ﬁlter h{i}(t), such that:
rpre~t! 5O
i51
nf E hi~t!si~t 2 t!dt,
where rpre(t) is the predicted ﬁring rate, s{i}(t) is the multidimensional
representation of the time-varying stimulus, and nf is the total number of
spatial dimensions or frequency bands in our case. h{i}(t) is found by
requiring that rpre(t) be as close as possible to rest(t), the estimated ﬁring
rate obtained from a PSTH, in the mean square error sense. One ﬁnds
that in the frequency domain, the set of h{i} can be obtained by solving
a set of linear equations for each frequency w. This set of equations is
written in vector notation as:
Aw z H W w 5 C W w.
Figure 1. Schematic illustrating the spectrographic decomposition and the calculation of the stimulus autocorrelation matrix. The sound is decomposed
into frequency bands by a bank of Gaussian ﬁlters. The result is a set of narrowband signals with time-varying amplitude and phase. Our representation
of sound is based on the time-varying amplitude envelopes. Although the time-varying phase is discarded, the relative phase across frequency bands is
preserved because of the large overlap between adjoining ﬁlters. The time-varying amplitude envelope or its log is what is usually represented in a
spectrogram. Our representation of sound and the spectrograms shown in this paper are based on the log of the amplitude envelopes. The stimulus
autocorrelation function is then found by cross-correlating the log-amplitude envelope of a particular band with the log-amplitude envelope of all the
other bands, including itself. The autocorrelation for the entire ensemble is done by averaging the correlation at each time point for all stimuli in a given
ensemble. Here we show the results of two of such pairwise correlations: the correlation of band 4 (centered at 1250 Hz) with band 2 (centered at 500
Hz) and of band 4 with itself, for the song ensemble.
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Aw
51
^S* 1~w!S1~w!& ^S* 1~w!S2~w!& ··· ^S* 1~w!Snf~w!&
^S* 2~w!S1~w!& ^S* 2~w!S2~w!&
· · ·
^S* nf~w!S1~w!& ^S* nf~w!Snf~w!& 2
, where
Si(w) is the Fourier transform of si(t), * denotes the complex conjugate,
and ^& indicates that we estimated the cross moments by averaging over
samples. H W
w is the Fourier transform of the set of hi(t):
H W w 51
H1~w!
H2~w!
· · ·
Hnf~w! 2
.
C W
w is the cross-correlation between the spike trains and the stimulus
amplitude envelopes in each band:
C W w 51
^S* 1~w!R~w!&
^S* 2~w!R~w!&
· · ·
^S* nf~w!R~w!& 2
,
where R(w) is the Fourier transform of rest(t). C W
w is the Fourier transform
of the spike-triggered average spectrogram. To solve for h{i}, the matrix
Aw is inverted for each frequency:
H W w 5 Aw
21 z C W w.
The inverse Fourier transform is then applied to H W
w to obtain the STRF
in the time domain, h{i}(t). As long as an invertible representation of
sound is used, and the stimulus autocorrelation matrix, Aw, is also
invertible, the spectrographic STRF found with this procedure can be
directly related to the invariant STRF. As we will discuss below and show
in Results, the autocorrelation matrices of the stimulus ensembles used
in this work were not invertible. This will happen when stimulus ensem-
bles do not sample all possible sounds. In such cases, the number of
independent dimensions needed to represent the stimulus ensemble is
less than the total number, nf, used in the initial representation of the
stimuli. However, an estimated STRF can still be obtained by performing
a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the autocorrelation matrix. The
SVD method is used to determine numerically the smallest number of
independent spatial dimensions that are needed to represent the stimulus
ensemble (Press et al., 1992). The division by the autocorrelation matrix
is then performed only for the subset of sounds spanned by these
independent dimensions. The estimated STRF obtained in this way can
therefore only be equated to the invariant STRF if the neural responses
to the regions of sound that are not sampled are insigniﬁcant.
Parameters used in our numerical calculations. The number of fre-
quency values, w, used to represent the stimulus autocorrelation matrix
and the stimulus–response cross-correlation in the frequency domain
depends on the number of time points used in the time window in the
estimation of the crossmoments. We used a sampling rate of 1 kHz (the
amplitude envelopes of our frequency bands are effectively band limited
to frequencies ,500 Hz; Theunissen and Doupe, 1998) and looked at the
cross moments in a 400 msec time window, yielding 200 frequency values,
w. Therefore, solving for h{i} required inverting 200 31 3 31 complex
matrices. [Note that there are two “frequencies”: the ﬁrst one corre-
sponds to the “spatial” dimension in our spectrographic representation of
sound: the 31 frequency bands (ranging from 250 to 8000 Hz). The
second is the 200 frequency values w (ranging from 0 to 500 Hz) that
characterize the temporal modulations in and across each of the 31 bands
in our representation of sound.]
Figure 1 shows how the stimulus autocorrelation is calculated in the
time domain. For each frequency band, the autocorrelation of the log of
the amplitude envelope is obtained: these autocorrelations are the diag-
onal terms in the stimulus autocorrelation matrix. The off-diagonal terms
are obtained by cross-correlating the amplitude envelope in one fre-
quency band with the envelope in another band. In this calculation all the
stimuli in one ensemble are used, and the results are averaged. We
therefore estimated our stimulus autocorrelation matrix from ;40 sec of
sound (2 sec per stimulus times 20 stimuli). Figure 5 shows the entire
autocorrelation matrix for three stimulus ensembles: white noise, tone
pips, and zebra ﬁnch song. The particular correlation properties of these
stimulus ensembles will be explained in Results.
The estimation of the STRFs by this generalized cross-correlation
method required two additional numerical techniques. First, because of
limited data, the spike-triggered average is inherently noisy. The noise
corresponds to the expected deviations from the mean that are obtained
in any averaging procedure. Although this noise was relatively small in
our case, it is ampliﬁed in the calculation of the STRF in the division by
the autocorrelation matrix of the stimulus. This is particularly true at
high-amplitude modulation frequencies in which the autocorrelation of
the stimulus is very small. Therefore, to prevent the ampliﬁcation of
high-frequency noise, the cross-correlation between stimulus and spike
trains was lowpass-ﬁltered. The frequency cut-off was found systemati-
cally by investigating which amplitude modulation frequencies in the
spike-triggered average had signiﬁcant power, using a jackknife resam-
pling technique in the frequency domain (Efron, 1982). In brief, we
calculated the jackknife estimate of the SE of the real and imaginary part
of C W
w. For each element in the vector, we then estimated at what cut-off
frequency, w, the magnitude of each of the ^S* wRw& elements was less than
two times the SE. This cut-off frequency was used to lowpass ﬁlter C W
w.
The second numerical consideration deals with the inversion of the
stimulus autocorrelation matrix. Because each of the amplitude enve-
lopes of our stimuli was band limited to low frequencies and because the
temporal correlations were similar in all frequency bands, the autocor-
relation matrices are singular. In other words, for both our song ensemble
and our random tone ensemble, the 31 3 400 dimensions used to
represent their second-order structure are redundant. As mentioned
above, in such situations one can ﬁnd the independent dimensions by
using the SVD method. The number of independent dimensions or
eigenvectors of the autocorrelation matrix was estimated by ignoring all
the eigenvectors that had eigenvalues that were smaller than the maxi-
mum eigenvalue of all the frequency matrices for a given stimulus
ensemble, multiplied by a tolerance factor. The tolerance factor was
found by testing a range of values and choosing the one that gave the best
predictive power to the STRF model. The predictive power was esti-
mated by calculating the coherence between the actual response and the
predicted response to novel stimuli from the same ensemble, as explained
below. The coherence is a function of the frequency and is given by
Marmeralis and Marmeralis (1978):
g
2~w! 5
^R~w!Rpre~w!*&^R~w!*Rpre~w!&
^R~w!R~w!*&^Rpre~w!Rpre~w!*&
.
The best Rpre is the one that gives the largest coherence averaged over all
frequencies. Although the number of signiﬁcant eigenvectors and there-
fore the tolerance value is a property of the stimulus ensemble, we found
that the best tolerance value changed slightly for each neuronal site. We
attribute this effect to variances in the noise in the cross-correlation
between spike train and stimulus (C W
w). By slightly varying the number of
eigenvectors used in the estimation of the STRF, this noise can be
selectively ﬁltered out (because the eigenvectors with the smallest power
represent the higher amplitude modulation frequencies, which are the
most corrupted by noise).
Goodness of ﬁt. To be able to compare our results with previous
published work, we also calculated the goodness of the STRF model by
calculating the cross-correlation coefﬁcient between the predicted ﬁring
rate and actual ﬁring rates:
CC 5
^~rpre~t! 2 rpre~t!!~rest~t! 2 rest~t!!&
Î^~rpre~t! 2 rpre~t!!
2&^~rest~t! 2 rest~t!!
2&
.
The predicted ﬁring rate was obtained by convolving the STRF with the
stimulus, rectifying, and scaling the result to minimize the square error
between the predicted and estimated ﬁring rates.
For each zebra ﬁnch song or 2 sec train of tone pips, we calculated a
STRF that was based on all the other stimuli in the same ensemble but
that speciﬁcally excluded the stimulus–response data being tested. The
CC calculated from such a stimulus ensemble-matched STRF was used to
estimate how well the STRF model obtained from a particular stimulus
ensemble ﬁtted the stimulus–response function of any stimulus that was
not part of the ensemble but that had identical second-order statistical
properties. The CCs obtained from these calculations are referred to as
CC-matched.
For each song and train of tone pip stimuli, we also calculated the
predicted ﬁring rate obtained using the STRF calculated from all the
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obtained from all the songs was used to predict the response to tone pips,
and vice versa. The CCs obtained from these calculations are referred to
as CC-switched.
The estimated ﬁring rate was obtained by smoothing the PSTH with a
hanning window. The window that gave the maximal cross-correlation
value for the matched ensemble was used. The width of the window was
similar to the width of the STRF and had values between 6 and 96 msec
(width at half maximum). This estimation of the cross-correlation coef-
ﬁcient has a negative bias because of the noise in the PSTH from the
limited number of samples (n 5 10 trials for each stimulus per neuronal
site). We generated a bias-corrected cross-correlation and calculated SEs
by using the jackknife resampling method after using the z-transform on
our pseudosamples of correlation coefﬁcients (Miller, 1974; Hinkley,
1978). The bias-corrected values were slightly higher, as expected (mean
biased, 0.42; mean unbiased, 0.48). Note that this cross-correlation com-
parison can still miss information in the spike trains that would be lost by
the averaging procedure and therefore still represents a lower bound of
the goodness of the ﬁt.
RESULTS
To begin to understand the hierarchy of acoustical processing in
the avian auditory forebrain and in particular to determine the
stimulus–response function of complex ﬁeld L auditory neurons
when stimulated with conspeciﬁc songs, we compared neural
responses obtained using a random tone pip ensemble to those
obtained with a large ensemble of conspeciﬁc songs. The conspe-
ciﬁc song ensemble was chosen because we are interested in
understanding the processing of complex natural sounds. The
random tone pip ensemble was designed to have the same overall
power density as the song ensemble and similar temporal struc-
ture. Because the tone pips were independent of each other, any
zebra ﬁnch song could be generated by a linear combination of a
particular subset of such tone pips. By designing the tone ensem-
ble in this manner, we were able to compare the stimulus–
response function of neurons obtained from two quite different
stimulus ensembles that nonetheless sampled a similar spectral-
temporal region of auditory space.
Average properties of the stimulus ensembles and
mean responses
The random tone pip ensemble was designed so that the succes-
sion of tone pips would have a similar temporal structure to the
succession of syllables in a zebra ﬁnch song. For the ensemble of
20 songs used in this study, the mean syllable length was 95 msec
with a SD of 37 msec. The mean intersyllable interval was 37 msec
with a 21 msec SD. We used these values and assumed a Gaussian
distribution to generate tone pips with similar temporal structure
as the songs. The frequency of the tone pips was also randomly
chosen so that the song ensemble and the tone-pip ensemble
would have the same average power spectrum. The average power
density curve for the 20 songs used in this study is shown in
Figure 2.
Figure 3 illustrates the responses of a neuronal site in L2b to
the two types of stimuli. This neuronal site responds selectively to
certain lower-frequency tone pips and seems to respond to most
of the syllables of the spectrally complex zebra ﬁnch song shown.
The mean ﬁring rate of this neuron was much higher for the song
stimuli than for the tone-pip stimuli. This pattern was true for all
of our neuronal sites, as shown in Figure 4 (p 5 0.0001). The
maximal ﬁring rate was more similar between ensembles than the
average rate, although it was still signiﬁcantly higher for the song
ensemble (p 5 0.03). Both ensembles elicited higher responses
from most neurons than continuous white noise, although other
broadband stimuli [such as the spatially modulated stacks or
ripples that have been used by other investigators (Schreiner and
Calhoun, 1994; Kowalski et al., 1996a)] elicited rates that were as
high as the song stimuli (data not shown).
Spectral-temporal properties of the
stimulus ensembles
As exhibited in Figure 3, the neuronal response in these high
auditory areas is reliably correlated with speciﬁc acoustical pat-
terns in the song or tone pip ensemble. A useful ﬁrst-order
description of this neural encoding is the STRF, a linear model
that relates the spectral-temporal acoustical patterns of the stim-
ulus to the probability of spiking. To correlate such spectral-
temporal patterns with spike activity, one needs to transform the
one-dimensional sound pressure waveform into a two-
dimensional time-frequency representation of sound, of which
many are possible. As described in detail in Materials and Meth-
ods, Appendix, and Figure 1, we used an invertible spectrographic
representation of sound, that is, one from which the original
sound can be recovered.
If a white noise stimulus is used, the STRF can be estimated by
the reverse-correlation method by averaging the stimulus before
each spike: the spectral-temporal structure that is related to high
probabilities of spiking will add, and the other spectral-temporal
patterns will average to zero. This approach has two problems,
however. First of all, and most signiﬁcantly, for most neurons in
higher level auditory areas white noise does not elicit many spikes.
Secondly, and on a more technical point, white noise that is
completely free of correlations cannot be achieved for an invert-
ible spectral-temporal representation such as the one used here
(see Materials and Methods).
To overcome these shortcomings, we used an extended version
of the reverse-correlation method, in which the spike-triggered
averaged stimulus is normalized by the correlations present in any
particular stimulus ensemble. This normalization corrects for the
fact that for all stimuli, but much more signiﬁcantly for natural
stimuli such as zebra ﬁnch songs, speciﬁc spectral and temporal
patterns are correlated with each other (so-called second-order
structure). To correct for these correlations, one has to effectively
perform a weighted average of the stimulus around each spike, in
a mathematical operation that involves a deconvolution in time
and a decorrelation in frequency of the spike-triggered average
stimulus, as explained in Materials and Methods.
Figure 2. Power spectrum of the ensemble of 20 zebra ﬁnch songs used
in this study. The curve shows the mean power density as a function of
frequency. The same power density was used to generate the ensemble of
tone pips.
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order structure of the stimulus ensemble. The second-order struc-
ture is described by the autocorrelation function of the stimulus.
Because our stimulus representation is based on the amplitude
envelopes of the decomposition of the sound into 31 frequency
bands (our spectrographic representation of sound as explained
in Materials and Methods), the autocorrelation consists of a
matrix of 31 3 31 functions that show the correlation of the
amplitude envelopes in each band with the amplitude envelopes
of all the other bands (see Materials and Methods and Fig. 1).
The entire autocorrelation matrix in the time domain is shown
in the top panels of Figure 5 for our two stimulus ensembles and
for white noise. To be able to simply equate the spike-triggered
spectrogram to the STRF, the stimulus autocorrelation matrix in
the time domain should consist of delta functions on the diagonal
and null functions everywhere else. In such a case, the stimulus
autocorrelation matrices in the frequency domain Aw (see Mate-
rials and Methods) are all equal to the unity matrix, and the
STRF is therefore exactly equal to the spike-triggered average
spectrogram. As shown in Figure 5, white noise approaches this
ideal, but because our frequency bands overlap, the correlations
spread out slightly to nondiagonal terms. It is because of this
Figure 3. Samples of stimuli (top panels), neuronal responses (middle panels), and mean spike rate (bottom panels) for the two stimulus ensembles: a
song-like sequence of random tone pips (left column) and a zebra ﬁnch song (right column). The top panels show the spectrographic representation of
the stimuli using the frequency decomposition described in Materials and Methods. The middle panels show 10 spike train recordings obtained in
response to 10 presentations of the stimuli for a neuronal site in area L2b of one of the birds used in the experiment. The bottom panel shows the
estimated spike rate obtained by smoothing the PSTH with a 6 msec time window.
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just taking the spike-triggered spectrogram is an approximation.
The second-order statistical structure of the two stimulus en-
sembles used in this paper are shown in the middle and right
panels of Figure 5. There is more similarity between the random
tone and white noise autocorrelation matrices than between the
song and white noise autocorrelation matrices. As is the case for
the white noise ensemble, the off-diagonal terms of the autocor-
relation of the random tone ensemble quickly become small. The
random tone autocorrelation is different, however, in its temporal
correlations, as exhibited by a much wider central peak in the
diagonal terms; in other words, the amplitude envelopes in each
frequency band vary slowly in time. In the Fourier space, these
temporal correlations are shown by the fact that power in ampli-
tude modulations is concentrated at the lower frequencies, as
shown in the middle bottom panel of Figure 5 and in Figure 6.
These temporal correlations are similar to those found in the song
ensemble. This is to be expected because we designed our tones
to have the same average duration and gap-time as the syllables in
our ensemble of zebra ﬁnch song. The random tone pip ensemble
also differs from white noise because tones in each frequency
band are presented in isolation. This leads to small negative
correlation values in the off-diagonal terms. Finally, the song
autocorrelation matrix shows both the temporal and spatial
(across frequency bands) correlations that are expected from the
acoustical properties of the zebra ﬁnch song. In zebra ﬁnch song,
the temporal correlations are similar in all frequency bands and
also synchronized across bands: the off diagonal terms have
correlation functions similar to those of the diagonal terms. The
spatial and temporal correlations can also be seen in the two-
dimensional Fourier spectra of the stimulus ensembles, shown in
the bottom panels of Figure 5. Both the tone-pip stimuli and the
song ensemble have most of their power at low temporal frequen-
cies and low spatial frequencies. We will come back to this point
in the next section.
The normalization procedure leading to the true STRF re-
quires the division of the spike-triggered average stimulus by the
autocorrelation matrix of the stimulus. This division effectively
increases the contribution of infrequent spectral-temporal pat-
terns in the weighted spike-triggered average. One problem arises
when particular spectral-temporal patterns are not sampled at all,
because the normalization procedure would require a division by
0. This is the case, for example, with an ensemble of zebra ﬁnch
songs: zebra ﬁnch songs span only a restricted region of the
stimulus space of all possible sounds. To deal with this problem,
we used an SVD of the correlation matrix (see Materials and
Methods). This method allows one to assess the true dimension-
ality of the stimulus space by determining the regions of the space
where the probability of occurrence of speciﬁc spectral-temporal
patterns is signiﬁcantly different from zero. The subspace that is
not sampled is then simply ignored in the calculation. The level of
signiﬁcance was chosen by deﬁning a noise tolerance threshold
that is expressed as a fraction of the power density along the
stimulus dimension where the probability of occurrence of
spectral-temporal patterns was maximal (see Materials and Meth-
ods). The regions of space where the probability of occurrence
was below this level of signiﬁcance were then ignored. We chose
the tolerance threshold that gave the STRF that best predicted
neural responses to novel stimuli. We found the mean optimal
tolerance factor to be 0.001 (range, 0.00005–0.005) for the song
ensemble and 0.003 (range, 0.0001–0.005) for the tone ensemble.
The nature of the stimulus subspace being sampled signiﬁcantly
can be examined by looking at the space covered by the indepen-
dent dimensions that are needed to describe that subspace. When
the correlations have stationary statistics, this subspace is shown
in the two-dimensional Fourier spectra of the stimulus, as illus-
trated in the bottom panels of Figure 5. In our case, the temporal
correlations were stationary but we did not assume stationarity in
our spatial correlations. Nonetheless, the bottom panels of Figure
5 illustrate approximately the spectral and temporal patterns that
are sampled by our two stimulus ensembles, as well as white noise.
In addition, we show in Figure 6 the number of dimensions
needed to represent the stimulus subspace as a function of the
temporal frequencies (describing the power of the temporal mod-
ulations in the amplitude envelopes in each of the frequency
bands). The number of dimensions depends both on the power at
a particular amplitude modulation frequency and on how corre-
lated the amplitude modulations in one frequency band are with
those in a different frequency band. At the tolerance values used
here, the autocorrelation matrix of a white noise ensemble ob-
tained with the same number of data points would have the
maximum number of 31 dimensions for all frequencies. The
bottom panels of Figure 5 and Figure 6 show that both of our
stimulus ensembles sample mostly the low-frequency end of the
temporal spectrum. In addition, in zebra ﬁnch song, the presence
of energy in one frequency band is correlated with the presence
of energy in many other frequency bands, yielding high spatial
correlations. In the tone-pip ensemble, the presence of energy is
one frequency band is positively correlated with energy in the
neighboring bands and negatively correlated with energy in fre-
quency bands further away. Because the spatial correlations are
stronger in the song ensemble than in the tone pip-ensemble,
fewer dimensions are needed for the song ensemble (Fig. 6). Also
the large spatial extent of the correlations in the song ensemble
implies that only the very low spatial frequencies are being sam-
pled, as shown in the bottom right panel of Figure 5. The tone pip
ensemble also samples a restricted region of the lower spatial
frequencies, although a somewhat larger one than the song
ensemble.
Therefore, our two stimulus ensembles sample a limited region
of the spectral-temporal space that could be occupied by any
sound, as illustrated by their spectra shown in the bottom panels
of Figure 5. As explained in Materials and Methods in mathe-
Figure 4. Mean (A) and maximal (B) ﬁring rates of our Field L neurons
relative to background, obtained using the tone ensemble and the song
ensemble.
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ing an estimation of the STRF that would be valid only for stimuli
that sample identical stimulus space, unless the neural response to
sounds outside the stimulus space being sampled is nonsigniﬁ-
cant. Although we did not investigate all possible sounds, we
found that for most neurons, the tone pip and the song ensemble
elicited relatively strong responses. Much smaller responses were
found, in many cases, with sustained white noise. Therefore, by
limiting the stimulus space as we did, we suggest that we are
effectively performing a better sampling of the acoustical patterns
that are relevant to the neurons. Stimuli that include higher
spatial and temporal frequencies (such as white noise) elicit much
smaller neuronal responses because, in white noise, the speciﬁc
sound patterns that excite the neuron occur at much smaller
power levels, as they are embedded in other sounds. In addition,
the neurons could exhibit nonlinear stimulus–response properties
that could further depress or eliminate their responses to white
noise.
Another major goal of this work was to compare for each
neuron the STRF obtained with songs to the one obtained with
simpler synthetic stimuli, similar to stimuli used in previous
estimations of auditory STRFs using reverse correlation methods
(deCharms et al., 1998). For the comparison to be valid, the space
of sounds sampled by the synthetic stimulus ensemble should at
least encompass all sounds present in the song. In theory, one
might have chosen white noise, because it samples all acoustical
space. However, white noise turned out to be a poor stimulus
because it is unable to elicit sustained ﬁring rates in most of the
neurons. We therefore used a synthetic ensemble of tone pips that
sampled a spectral-temporal space that was, by design, more
restricted than white noise and similar to the one of zebra ﬁnch
songs. The tone pips in our experiments had signiﬁcant power in
Figure 5. Stimulus autocorrelation matrices (top panels) and two-dimensional power spectra (bottom panels) for a white noise ensemble and the random
tone-pip and song ensembles used in this paper. The diagonal corresponds to the autocorrelation of the log of amplitude envelope of each frequency band
with itself. The off diagonal terms correspond to the cross-correlation between the log of amplitude envelopes across frequency bands. The bands are
ordered in increasing frequency from left to right and top to bottom.T h etop left corner corresponds to the autocorrelation of the amplitude envelope in
the 250 Hz band. Only the top right side of the matrix is shown because it is symmetric along the diagonal (with the time axis inverted for the bottom
left entries). The time window of each autocorrelation function is from 2200 to 1200 msec as shown in Figure 1. The ideal white noise signal would
have null functions in the off-diagonal terms and delta functions in the diagonal terms. The white noise signal approaches this ideal. The random tone
pip ensemble is also closer to white noise than the song ensemble but still has the spectral and temporal structure that is a result of our design (see
Materials and Methods and Results). The bottom panels show the two-dimensional power spectra of the stimulus ensemble. These two-dimensional power
spectra are obtained by taking the square of the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the stimulus in their spectrographic representation. The
two-dimensional power spectra illustrate the temporal and spectral correlations of the stimulus in the Fourier domain. The x-axis shows the frequency
of temporal modulations, and the y-axis the frequency of the spectral modulations found in spectrograms of the different sounds. The two-dimensional
power spectra are symmetric around the origin and therefore only the top quadrants are shown. The two-dimensional power spectra can be obtained
directly from the autocorrelation matrix of the stimulus (top row), although the reverse is only true if the correlations along the spatial (spectral)
dimension are stationary.
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cies. In fact, we designed our tone-pip ensemble so that any song
could be well approximated by a linear combination of such trains
of tone pips, although the reverse will not necessarily be true. If
the neurons were linear, the STRF found with tone pips would
then either be identical to the one found with the song ensemble
or would potentially include spectral-temporal patterns that are
not found in the song ensemble. Moreover, in linear neurons, the
tone pip-generated STRF should predict the response to song as
well as the song-generated STRF. We will show that neither of
these theoretical predictions were true in our data, suggesting that
our neurons are nonlinear and that higher order properties of
sound besides their average spectral-temporal spectra or higher
order characterizations of neural responses (such as adaptation)
need to be considered to fully understand the neural response.
Calculation of the STRF
To demonstrate that our numerical approach can generate STRFs
that have been properly corrected for the correlations present in
the stimulus ensemble, we generated artiﬁcial neuronal data
based on an STRF obtained from a simple neuron in L2a with a
tone pip ensemble. The time-varying ﬁring rate of a model
neuron was then obtained by convolving the STRF with the
spectrographic representation of each stimulus in our two ensem-
bles. The ﬁring rate was scaled to obtain an average of 10
spikes/sec which approximately matches the average ﬁring data of
the actual neurons studied here. To generate trials of neuronal
data from our linear model neuron, we assumed Poisson ﬁring
statistics with time-varying ﬁring rate. We generated 10 trials of
artiﬁcial neuronal data for all the stimuli in our tone ensemble
and in our song ensemble. From these artiﬁcial data, we calcu-
lated the STRFs with our numerical methods, in exactly the same
way that we did with our real neuronal data. Figure 7 shows how
the spike-triggered averages obtained from our two ensembles are
radically different but that, once normalized by the stimulus
autocorrelation, the estimated STRF obtained from the song and
tone ensemble are in fact very similar. Moreover, these STRF are
almost identical to the one that was used to generate the data.
This simulation demonstrates that our method can compensate
for the different correlations found in our two ensembles. Note,
however, that if we had used a STRF that exhibited sensitivity to
spectral temporal patterns that we had not sampled in our stim-
ulus ensemble (such as high-frequency amplitude modulations),
we would not have been able to recover the original STRF.
An example of the results of the STRF calculation on real data
is illustrated in Figure 8 for the neuron of Figure 3. The spike-
triggered spectrograms are shown on the left panels of Figure 8A,
and the normalized STRFs are shown on the right panels for the
two ensembles. As in the artiﬁcial data, the spike-triggered aver-
age spectrograms for the two ensembles differ signiﬁcantly. In the
case of actual data, however, it is unclear whether the differences
are attributable simply to the additional spectral and temporal
correlations that are found in the song ensemble or whether the
differences reﬂect a different linear stimulus–response function
discovered by the use of a natural sound ensemble. However,
after we normalized the spike-triggered average spectrograms by
the autocorrelations of the stimulus ensembles, we obtained the
properly derived STRFs. The STRFs obtained for the two en-
sembles are, in the case of this particular neuronal site, much
more similar than the spike-triggered averages. In both cases, the
main excitatory region is around 1.5 kHz ;15 msec after the
onset of the sound. Thus, most of the differences in the spike-
triggered averages were attributable to stimulus properties and
not to the neural responses. This example demonstrates that for
presumably simpler, more linear neurons, the linear stimulus–
response function found with the simple tone pip ensemble ap-
proximately matches the stimulus–response function found when
complex natural sounds are used.
The tolerance level chosen for the normalization by the stim-
ulus autocorrelation can have a drastic effect on the STRF. Figure
8B illustrates the effect of the tolerance level on the estimation of
the STRF for the song ensemble for the example neuron of
Figures 8A and 3. The bottom right panel of Figure 8B shows the
integrated coherence, a measure that quantiﬁes the quality of the
STRF model by measuring its ability to predict responses to novel
stimuli (see Materials and Methods). The coherence is maximal
for a particular tolerance value, in this case 0.0005. This tolerance
value also yields the STRF that is by visual inspection the closest
to the one that is obtained with the tone-pip ensemble.
The STRF for song ensembles and the tone ensemble
We used the same procedure exempliﬁed for the neuron of
Figures 3 and 8 for all the neural sites that we recorded, obtaining
a song-based STRF and a tone pip-based STRF at each site.
Figure 9A illustrates three examples of STRFs in which the result
obtained from the tone pip ensemble was markedly different from
the one obtained from the song ensemble. These particular neu-
ronal sites also had more complex STRFs than the one in Figure
8 and are more characteristic of our data set.
From the STRF one can also extract the more traditional
characterizations of auditory processing such as spectral tuning
and amplitude modulation rate tuning. The spectral tuning can be
found by projecting the STRF along the frequency axis for the
time values that show maximal and minimal ﬁring probabilities
(Fig. 9B, solid and dashed lines, respectively). The modulation
rate tuning can be obtained by projecting the STRF onto the time
axis for the best excitatory frequency and measuring its power as
a function of temporal modulation frequencies. These procedures
are illustrated in Figure 9B for the neuronal site of Figures 3 and
8. For the entire data set, we found that the peak excitatory
spectral tuning ranged from 375 to 5125 Hz with tuning width
Figure 6. The nature of the second-order structure in the stimulus
ensembles can be assessed by estimating the number of independent
dimensions (or eigenvectors) of the autocorrelation matrix as a function
of the frequency of amplitude modulation, w. The random-tone pip and
the song ensemble have most of their second-order structure in the low
range of amplitude modulations (see Results for details).
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values are similar to those found in avian forebrain by other
groups (Zaretsky and Konishi, 1976; Muller and Leppelsack,
1985; Heil and Scheich, 1991). The peaks of the amplitude mod-
ulation transfer function ranged from 10 to 40 Hz. Amplitude
modulation transfer functions have not been examined in detail in
the avian forebrain (Heil and Scheich, 1991), but these values are
similar to those found in mammalian auditory cortex (Schreiner
and Urbas, 1988). In general, however, the STRF can give more
information than just the spectral and amplitude modulation
tuning, because it shows the speciﬁc spectral-temporal pattern
that optimally excites the neuron. Such patterns can only be
described in terms of their spectral and modulation rate tuning if
the frequency and time dimensions are independent. In contrast,
the STRF of a neuron can also show, for example, whether the
neuron responds well to frequency sweeps or to other more
complex spectral-temporal patterns. The neuronal sites shown on
the top (N1) and bottom of Figure 9A (N3) are examples of more
complex STRFs. A detailed analysis of the functionality that can
be derived from the STRFs and the mapping of these functions
throughout the avian auditory forebrain will be presented in a
future publication.
Prediction of neural responses from the STRF
An additional advantage of describing the neural encoding with
an STRF, as opposed to a more classical description based on
tuning curves, is that the STRF can be used directly to predict the
response of the neuron to any dynamical stimuli. This is a very
important feature, because it allows validation of the description
of the stimulus–response properties of the neurons. In this work,
we focused our analysis on quantifying the goodness of ﬁt of the
predictions obtained from the STRF model to the actual data. We
also analyzed the signiﬁcance of differences that we found in
these ﬁts using two different stimulus ensembles to derive the
STRFs.
If a neuron encodes the stimulus parameters of our choice
(which can include a nonlinear transformation) in a linear fash-
ion, then the STRF model will be able to completely predict the
deterministic part of the response to any stimulus. Discrepancies
between the predicted and the actual response would then be
attributed to random neuronal noise. A problem arises immedi-
ately, however, when one ﬁnds very different STRFs for the same
neuron with two different stimulus ensembles, as was the case for
most of our data. In such cases, one ﬁnds two models to charac-
terize the neural encoding, and will obviously make two different
response predictions. Are the differences between these models
signiﬁcant in the sense that the goodness of their prediction is
signiﬁcantly different? Both to answer this question and to test the
validity of the underlying linear assumption, we used the STRFs
to obtain a prediction of the ﬁring rate of each neuron to test
stimuli taken from the same ensemble. This ﬁring rate prediction
was obtained by convolving the STRF with the test stimulus in its
spectrographic representation. To prevent over-ﬁtting, the partic-
ular stimulus–response data being tested were always excluded
from the data used for estimation of the STRF (see Materials and
Methods). The prediction could then be compared directly to the
actual data, and the validity of the linear model could be assessed.
We quantiﬁed the quality of the prediction by calculating an
unbiased correlation coefﬁcient between predicted and actual
spike rate (see Materials and Methods). The correlation coefﬁ-
cients from our entire data set are shown in Figure 10, D and E.
When the STRF model was used to predict the response to a new
stimulus that is nonetheless from the same type of ensemble used
to derive the STRF (i.e., songs or tones), we found average
correlations of 0.51 (range, 0.08–0.71) for the random tones and
Figure 7. Validation of the STRF
calculation and illustration of the nor-
malization procedure. The “Original
STRF” shown in the bottom left panel
of the ﬁgure was used to generate
artiﬁcial neural response data for the
song ensemble and tone ensemble.
The model neuron was linear and had
Poisson ﬁring statistics with a similar
average ﬁring rate to the actual neu-
rons in our data set. These artiﬁcial
data were then used to obtain esti-
mates of the STRF with our method-
ology. The top row shows the spike-
triggered average spectrograms that
are obtained from these artiﬁcial data
by averaging the stimulus spectrogram
around each spike in a 400 msec win-
dow. These spike-triggered average
spectrograms are only equal to the
STRF of the neuron if a white noise
stimulus (in the time/frequency repre-
sentation of choice) is used. When
correlations are present in the stimu-
lus, either in the time dimension or
across the frequency bands of the
spectrogram, the spike-triggered aver-
age needs to be normalized. This nor-
malization involves a deconvolution
in time and decorrelation in fre-
quency. The STRFs obtained from
the spike-triggered averages by the normalization procedure are shown on the bottom right panels. As expected, a similar STRF estimate is
obtained for both ensembles and these estimates are very close to the Original STRF that was used to generate the data.
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matched”). These two distributions of correlation coefﬁcients
were very similar (p 5 0.07, Wilcoxon signed rank test). In both
cases, there was a wide range of ﬁts showing that the linear model
is a good approximation for some neurons and a much poorer
approximation for others. However, both the response to tone
pips and songs could be modeled with similar effectiveness as long
as the STRF used in the ﬁtting was obtained with the same type
of stimulus ensemble.
The picture changed radically when the STRFs were switched,
so that the predicted response to a stimulus from one type of
ensemble was generated with the STRF obtained using the other
ensemble. Figure 10A–C contrast the actual data with the pre-
dicted responses obtained with the matched STRF and with the
Figure 8. STRF calculation for a real neuron. The ﬁgure illustrates the STRF calculation explained in Results and in Figure 7 for the neuronal site of
Figure 3. The calculation is based on all the responses that were obtained for the song ensemble and tone ensemble (10 trials for each of the 21 songs
and 20 random tone sequences). As shown in A, for this particular neuron, the STRFs obtained from both ensembles are similar in that they exhibit
similar areas of excitation. On the other hand, the spike-triggered average spectrograms were remarkably dissimilar. Most of the differences in the
spike-triggered average were therefore attributable only to the statistical properties of the stimulus and not to the stimulus–response properties of this
neuronal site. B shows examples of three song-based STRFs for this same neuron obtained with different noise tolerance levels, as explained in Materials
and Methods. The time axis(x-axis)hasbeen expanded from A. The normalized coherence between predicted response and actual response as a function
of the tolerance level is plotted in the rightmost panel. The best predictions were obtained with a tolerance value of 0.0005.
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STRFs were switched, the prediction was a signiﬁcantly poorer ﬁt
of the original stimulus response. The decrease in the quality of
the prediction for all our data is shown in panels D and E, where
the cross-correlation coefﬁcients for the switched case are com-
pared to those found in the matched case. The average switched
correlation was 0.28 (range, 20.03–0.55) for the tone ensemble
responses predicted using the song STRF and 0.19 (range, 20.25–
0.50) for the song ensemble responses predicted using the tone
STRF. These two distributions are not only signiﬁcantly different
from the corresponding distributions in the matched case (p 5
0.0001), but also signiﬁcantly different from each other (p 5
0.0003). The prediction of the response to the song ensemble
using the STRFs obtained with tone pips resulted in a larger
deterioration of the ﬁt than did the prediction of tone responses
with the song-derived STRFs (Fig. 10E, “CC switched”). Based
on our results with these two ensembles, we conclude that the
STRFs obtained from the song ensemble are overall better mod-
els of the stimulus–response function of these neurons.
The error in our estimate of the quality of the prediction (SE
of CCs for a particular neuron) is attributable in part to noise in
the estimation of the STRFs from a limited sample set. The noise
in the STRFs will also lead to a biased estimation of the CC
(lower values than actual). Although we corrected the bias in the
CCs for the noise in the PSTH, we did not correct for the bias
caused by the noise in the STRFs. An estimate of the magnitude
of this bias can be obtained from the SE in the CCs. The SE was
obtained with the jackknife resampling technique and is shown in
the error bars of Figure 10D for each data point. By comparing
the error in the CCs obtained with song STRFs to those obtained
with tone STRFs, we can show that the difference in the quality
of the predictions of song responses by song- and tone-derived
STRFs is not attributable simply to differences in the noise-
generated bias in the CCs (as might have been true, for instance,
if all tone responses were less vigorous than song responses,
leading to poorer signal-to-noise ratios of tone STRFs). The SE
in the CCs was similar for all predictions obtained with song and
tone STRFs (mean CC SE of song STRF on song 5 0.041 vs mean
CC SE of tone STRF on song 5 0.037; mean CC SE of tone
STRF on tone 5 0.06 vs mean CC SE of song STRF on tone 5
0.053). Therefore, we conclude that the small differences of
signal-to-noise ratio of the tone and song-derived STRFs cannot
Figure 9. STRFs derived using the random tone pip and song ensemble for three neuronal sites (N1–N3) with complex stimulus response properties
(A) and decomposition of an STRF onto its spectral axis and temporal axis (B). In A, each row corresponds to the two STRFs that were obtained for
a particular site. The left column corresponds to the STRF calculated from the random tone pip ensemble, and the right column corresponds to the STRF
calculated from the song ensemble. These three examples were chosen to illustrate cases in which the STRF obtained from the random tone pip ensemble
was different from the one obtained from the song ensemble. These particular sites were in L1 (N1 and N3) and L3 (N2). The STRFs differ both in
amplitude and in shape. The top neuronal site can be described as being sensitive to a moving spectral edge. Similar STRFs have been found in some
cortical neurons (deCharms et al., 1998). The bottom neuronal site is sensitive to a temporal combination of a low-frequency sound followed by a
high-frequency sound. Both of these complex spectral-temporal responses became evident only when the song ensemble was used. In B, the STRF of the
neuron of Figure 8 is projected onto its spectral axis (top right) and temporal axis (bottom left). Such analyses can be used to extract the spectral and
amplitude modulation tuning of the neurons as explained in Results. The solid line is the projection corresponding to the largest excitatory point, and
the dotted line is the projection corresponding to the largest inhibitory point.
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in our results.
In all the data presented so far, we calculated the STRFs from
the log of the amplitude envelopes of our spectrographic decom-
position of sound. When the same calculations were done without
using the log transformation, the results were similar for the tone
ensemble (mean CC 5 0.52) but much worse with the song
ensemble (mean CC 5 0.26). By including this additional prepro-
cessing step of using the log transform in our methodology, we
illustrate how static nonlinearities can easily be included in the
calculation of STRFs. This also demonstrates that nonlinearities
in the neural encoding are different for different stimulus ensem-
bles. In this particular case we found that the relationship be-
tween sound intensity and probability of ﬁring was more linear
for the tone-pip stimuli than for the song stimuli. Although we did
not systematically investigate all possible nonlinear transforma-
tions, we found that the log relationship worked well for the
natural ensemble.
DISCUSSION
Complex sensory cortical neurons are well known to exhibit many
nonlinearities, and these nonlinear effects become even more
evident to the experimenter when complex stimuli with natural
statistics are used, both in the auditory (Schwarz and Tomlinson,
1990; Calhoun and Schreiner, 1998) and in the visual modalities
(Gallant et al., 1998). Because of this effect, the response to
complex natural sounds including vocalizations often cannot be
explained from neural responses to simpler sound stimuli (Raus-
checker et al., 1995). Moreover, sensory systems may be opti-
mized for the encoding of natural stimuli (Rieke et al., 1995; Dan
et al., 1996). One would like to be able to systematically study how
such complex nonlinear neurons encode stimuli and how they
mediate natural behaviors. For example, for very nonlinear neu-
rons, referred to as combination-sensitive neurons, a systematic
decomposition of the ethologically relevant sound into small parts
has been revealed to be very useful (Suga, 1990; Margoliash and
Fortune, 1992). However, for less specialized auditory neurons,
such as the majority of those found in auditory cortex of nonspe-
cialized mammals or in the avian forebrain homolog of auditory
cortex, this approach will fail. Such auditory neurons respond to
a very large ensemble of sounds, and their stimulus–response
function cannot be explored systematically by attempting to relate
their ﬁring rate to identiﬁed stretches of sounds, such as the
syllables in an animal’s vocalizations. To be able to extract the
stimulus–response encoding function of these nonspecialized
Figure 10. Comparison of the predictions ob-
tained from the two STRFs calculated for each
neuronal site. A shows the actual ﬁring rate of
a particular neuronal site in response to ran-
dom tone-pip stimuli (left) and to a song
(right). B shows the ﬁring rate predicted using
the STRF calculated with the corresponding
stimulus ensemble. C shows the predicted re-
sponse calculated after switching the STRFs.
This example illustrates that the STRFs ob-
tained from the different ensembles can give
radically different results. D, Scatter plot of the
correlation coefﬁcients (CC) between the pre-
dicted and the estimated ﬁring rates, for
switched STRFs versus matched STRFs. For
each neuronal site, the CCs are calculated for
the songs and tone pips. The solid dots show
the CCs for the prediction to song stimuli,
obtained either with song-STRFs (CC
matched on the x-axis)orwiththetone STRFs
(CC switched on the y-axis). The open dots
show the predictions for tone stimuli with the
matched and switched ﬁlters. If the STRFs
generated with the two different stimulus en-
sembles were identical, the points would lie on
the x 5 y line shown in dots. Most points are
below the line, although some are close to the
line and some are closer to 0, showing the
range of differences. E, The data in D are
replotted by projecting all the points onto the
x-axis (top plot) and onto y-axis (bottom plot),
thus showing the individual distributions of
CC-matched and CC-switched for the predic-
tions to song and tone-pip stimuli. The distri-
butions are obtained by convolving the raw
data with a smoothing kernel of 0.05. The
distribution of CC-matched for the two types
of stimuli are not signiﬁcantly different, but the
CC-switched for the response to songs pre-
dicted using the tone STRFs are signiﬁcantly
smaller than the CC-switched for tone pips. In
addition, all the CC-switched are smaller than
or equal to the CC-matched.
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offer. First, the estimation of the STRF involves ﬁnding the
spectral-temporal sound patterns that excite the neuron in a
systematic manner. Second, the STRF is a model of the stimulus–
response function of the neuron that hypothetically could be used
to model the response to any stimulus. Finally, the STRF descrip-
tion encompasses classical characterizations of higher auditory
areas such as spectral tuning and amplitude modulation tuning.
Calculating STRFs for complex neurons is a problem, however,
because the STRF is a linear model and the complex neurons of
interest exhibit signiﬁcant nonlinearities. When the STRFs are
calculated with broad band stimuli, the spectral-temporal features
that would elicit large responses from complex neurons do not
occur in isolation, but instead occur with small power and are
embedded in large amounts of what the neurons evaluate as
extraneous sound. For nonlinear neurons, such broad-band stim-
uli yield no responses or responses that are much smaller than
expected from the neuronal encoding model based on STRFs
obtained with narrow band stimuli. Moreover, the simple reverse
correlation method that has been used so far to estimate STRFs
relies on the use of such random broadband stimuli. For these
reasons and because STRFs derived from such stimulus ensem-
bles are poor predictors of neuronal responses to natural sounds,
it has been suggested that the concept of a linear STRF is of
limited use in understanding the auditory system (Aertsen and
Johannesma, 1981b; Eggermont et al., 1983a; Nelken et al., 1997).
On the other hand, the approach has had much greater success in
explaining the responses of neurons in A1 when the STRF is
obtained from complex synthetic stimuli with limited spectral and
temporal modulation bandwidth and/or with methods that do not
rely on the reverse correlation (Kowalski et al., 1996b; Escabi et
al., 1998; Shamma et al., 1998; Versnel and Shamma, 1998). Our
study with natural sounds supports these studies and extends the
use of the STRF to the analysis of the neural response of complex
auditory neurons.
In our analysis, we extended the reverse-correlation method so
that we could derive an STRF from any stimulus ensemble. This
extension involves a normalization of the spike-triggered average
stimulus by the correlations (or second order statistics) of the
spectral-temporal patterns of the stimulus ensemble. By doing so,
we were able to estimate STRFs for ensembles that had limited
spectral and temporal modulation bandwidth and speciﬁc
spectral-temporal correlations. This was particularly useful be-
cause we found that auditory neurons found in the ﬁeld L region
of the zebra ﬁnch responded strongly to the sounds of conspeciﬁc
song. Our analysis involves describing the second-order statistics
of relevant stimulus ensembles and estimating for each a “stim-
ulus ensemble-dependent” STRF that is nonetheless correctly
normalized for the stimulus structure. We could then compare
the STRFs obtained with different stimulus ensembles to obtain a
ﬁrst-order description of the stimulus–response function of our
neurons.
We found that zebra ﬁnch songs have limited spectral and
temporal modulation bandwidths and very high correlations in
the amplitude envelopes across frequency bands. For a stimulus
ensemble consisting of these songs, we showed that the estimated
STRFs yielded spectral and amplitude modulation tuning that
were in accord with previous work using simple synthetic sounds.
We also quantiﬁed the goodness of the linear assumption under-
lying the STRF model by using the STRF to predict the neural
response to novel stimuli and comparing that to the actual re-
sponse. We found that the quality of the linear approximation of
the response characteristics of neurons in L1, L2, and L3 varied
over a wide range, working well for certain neurons but not for
other, presumably more nonlinear, neurons. In the few other
experiments in which a direct estimation of the validity of the
classic STRF model has been made, the quality of the model
(measured, as we did, by the mean and range of the correlation
coefﬁcients between predicted and actual response) was similar to
what we found here in the “matched” case, where the STRFs used
to predict the response were obtained from stimuli of the same
type as the test stimuli (Eggermont et al., 1983b; Kowalski et al.,
1996b). In this respect our neurons are as linear (or nonlinear) as
other auditory neurons both in the periphery (Eggermont et al.,
1983b) and in primary auditory cortex (Kowalski et al., 1996b).
We then tested the generality of the STRF model and further
examined the linearity of our neurons by also calculating a second
STRF for each neuron, using an ensemble of tone pips that had
similar spectral and temporal modulation bandwidth. The tone-
pip stimulus ensemble was designed so that it would include all
sounds in the zebra ﬁnch song but with clearly different statistical
structure. This stimulus ensemble also elicited relatively high
ﬁring rates from ﬁeld L neurons, although it yielded much smaller
mean rates than the song ensemble. By comparing the results
obtained from the two STRFs, we showed that many neurons in
the avian auditory forebrain respond in a nonlinear fashion to the
particular spectral and temporal statistics of species-speciﬁc vo-
calizations, because the STRF obtained from the song ensemble
was signiﬁcantly different from the STRF obtained from simpler
tone pips. Moreover, when we tested how well the linear model
would generalize by using the STRF calculated from one ensem-
ble to predict the responses to stimuli from a different ensemble,
we found that the quality of the prediction decreased signiﬁcantly.
In particular, the STRF obtained from tone pips is a poor model
for the responses found to natural sounds. This represents an-
other way in which to quantify the non-linearity of the neurons.
Although this effect had been observed in a qualitative manner
(Eggermont et al., 1983b; Nelken et al., 1997), it had not been
quantiﬁed, because STRFs from natural sounds or images have
not been estimated previously.
Despite this nonlinearity, we found that by calculating the
STRFs from natural sounds, we could predict the response to new
songs as well as the tone-derived STRFs could predict the re-
sponse to simple stimuli. In fact, the prediction to the natural
sounds with the song STRFs for the forebrain auditory neurons
studied here is as good as the prediction that has been found in
visual thalamic neurons (which are presumably more linear) to
natural scenes, obtained with a classic STRF (Dan et al., 1996).
These results show that the limitations of the STRF model are not
only caused by its underlying linear assumption, but also by the
fact that STRFs have previously been estimated with nonoptimal
stimulus ensembles. Finally, the fact that song STRFs predicted
tone responses better than the tone-pip STRFs predicted song
responses raises the possibility that, in general, a better ﬁt for the
stimulus–response functions of neurons will be obtained with a
stimulus ensemble with richer spectral-temporal correlations such
as those found in natural sounds. Figure 11 exempliﬁes how a
particular nonlinear stimulus response function could lead to all
the effects that we have described in our discussion about the
neurons in our data set.
Our methodology and results also suggest ways in which the
STRF framework could be further extended. We have shown that
by calculating STRFs from multiple stimulus subspaces one can
greatly improve the ﬁt of the actual stimulus–response function.
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tion by effectively doing a piece-wise linear ﬁt in multiple subspaces
of stimuli. Such a description of the stimulus–response function of
a neuron would go hand in hand with the description of the
relevant statistics (in this case second order correlations) of the
different stimulus ensembles. This is crucial, because the experi-
menter is now only sampling a limited subspace of all possible
stimuli. For completeness, one would have to ensure that either the
sampling of sound stimuli is based on ethological distributions
and/or on a broad investigation of all sounds capable of eliciting
signiﬁcant responses. Finally, we have also shown how to improve
on this ﬁrst-order model of the STRF by including particular static
nonlinearities in the calculation (see Results). The nonlinearities
can also be studied by examining the systematic deviations of the
data from the predicted response obtained with the STRF model
(Shamma et al., 1998). Our methodology combined with such
potential extensions could allow for a better characterization of
high-level sensory processing: nonlinear effects are clearly impor-
tant, but at the same time the linear model can explain a large
fraction of the response and will undoubtedly be part of a more
complete model. Our approach is general and could also be applied
at various levels of the visual system to validate the effectiveness of
the classical STRF and to further understand the response of
complex visual cortical neurons to natural images.
APPENDIX
Invertible spectral-temporal representation signals
All of the possible time-frequency representations can be derived
from the Wigner distribution of a signal, which, in a mathematical
sense, can be thought of as the canonical distribution (Cohen, 1995,
their Chapter 9). The Wigner distribution satisﬁes the require-
ments of probability theory that ensure that it has the properties of
a generalized joint-distribution function (Cohen, 1995, their Chap-
ter 8). Moreover the signal can be recovered from the Wigner
distribution up to a constant phase factor because the Wigner
distribution is unique and invertible (Cohen, 1995, pp 127, 128).
The Wigner distribution of a signal, s(t), is given by:
W~t, w! 5
1
2pEs*~t 2 t/2!s~t 1 t/2!e
2jtwdt. (1)
All other time-frequency representations of s(t), G(w, t) can be
written as a two-dimensional ﬁltered version of the W(t, w):
G~t, w! 5EEg~t9 2 t, w9 2 w!W~t9, w9!dt9dw9, (2)
where g(t, w) is the two-dimensional ﬁlter. In practice, Equation 2
is written in the Fourier domain, where the convolution can be
replaced by a product. In that formulation, the two-dimensional
Fourier transform of g(t, w) is called the kernel of G(t, w) and is
written as F(q, t):
g~t, w! 5
1
4p
2EE F~u, t!e
jqt1jtwdqdt
and F~u, t! 5EE g~t, w!e
2jqt2jtwdtdw (3)
Using Equations 1 and 3, Equation 2 can then be rewritten as
(Cohen, 1995, their Chapter 9):
G~t, w! 5
1
4p
2EEE e
2jqt2jtw1jquF~q, t!s*~u 2 t/2!s~u
1 t/2!dudtdq (4)
The spectrographic class of time-frequency representations is
given by:
G~t, w! 5U
1
Î2pEs~t!k~t 2 t!e
2jwtdtU
2
,
where k(t) is the time window used in the short-time Fourier
transform. It can be shown that the kernel of a spectrographic
representation is given by the Wigner distribution of k(t) (Cohen,
1995, p 141). A spectrographic representation is therefore invert-
ible (except for the ﬁxed phase) if the Wigner distribution of k(t)
is not equal to zero anywhere where the Fourier transform of the
Wigner distribution of the signal is nonzero. Therefore, to be
generally invertible, a spectrographic representation must have
k(t) with a nonzero Wigner distribution everywhere (for a math-
ematically equivalent proof, see also Cohen, 1995, p 108). The
Gaussian window used in our work satisﬁes this constraint: writ-
ing k(t) as:
k~t! 5 ~a/p!
1/4e
2at2/2,
one ﬁnds that W(t, w)k is equal to
W~t, w!k 5 ~1/p!e
2at22w2/a.
Figure 11. For illustrative purposes, we show the distribution of stimulus
response points for a hypothetical nonlinear neuron that exhibits the
properties of the neurons in our data set. The multidimensional space (31
frequency bands 3 400 points in time or 1600 dimensions in our case) used
to represent the stimulus is collapsed onto the one-dimensional x-axis, and
neural response is shown on the y-axis. White noise stimuli sample the
entire space, whereas tone pips and songs only sample a region of that
space. The hypothetical neuron has poor responses to white noise but
signiﬁcant responses to tone pips and songs, with songs being the preferred
stimuli. A linear ﬁt for each stimulus subset shows that relatively good
stimulus–response predictions can be found, although the ﬁt obtained from
one ensemble is not a good model for the stimulus–response function found
in a different ensemble. In particular, the ﬁt to the white noise data is a very
poor predictor. The ﬁt to the song ensemble is better at predicting the
response to tones than vice versa. The data in our ensemble exhibit similar
patterns (albeit with on average much smaller correlations) in multidimen-
sional space where the line is replaced by a hyperplane. An STRF is the set
of coefﬁcients that deﬁne such a hyperplane.
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continuous theoretical framework to the discrete representation
that is used in practice. Samples in time and frequency must be
taken at intervals that are small enough to capture all signiﬁcant
spatial frequencies, where space is the time-frequency grid. The
amplitude envelopes obtained in a spectrographic representation
of sound are effectively band-limited: the upper frequency is given
by the bandwidth of the time window used to calculate the spec-
trogram (Flanagan, 1980; Theunissen and Doupe, 1998). A ﬁne
frequency grid must also be used to ensure that all frequencies are
represented. We used these properties to deﬁne our sampling rate
in time and the overlap of our frequency bands in frequency. We
have shown empirically in our previous work that the entire signal
(except for an absolute ﬁxed phase) can effectively be recovered
from our speciﬁc decomposition (Theunissen and Doupe, 1998).
Generalized STRF
Because there are many time-frequency representations, there will
be correspondingly many possible deﬁnitions of the STRF. For
theoretical reasons, an STRF based on the Wigner distribution has
many appeals. First of all, it is equivalent to the second-order
Volterra term in the functional expansion between the sound
pressure waveform and the neural response, and in this sense it is
the natural extension of the ﬁrst-order expansion that is used for
phase-locked units. Second, it is based on a unique and invertible
time-frequency representation. For these reasons, the STRF in
auditory research was originally deﬁned based on this mathemat-
ically appealing deﬁnition (Aertsen et al., 1981; Kim and Young,
1994). However, the STRF based on the Wigner distribution,
called here invariant STRF or STRFI, has a distributed represen-
tation that is often difﬁcult to interpret without some sort of
smoothing procedure (Kim and Young, 1994). Recently research-
ers have, therefore, adopted a more general deﬁnition of the STRF
that is based on other time-frequency representations, called here
spectrographic STRF or STRFS, effectively performing the de-
sired smoothing operation. Indeed, because other representations
are in fact ﬁltered versions of the Wigner distribution, it can be
shown that any STRFS can be obtained from STRFI by a two-
dimensional ﬁltering (or smoothing operation) (Klein et al., 2000).
The two-dimensional ﬁlter is the inverse of the two-dimensional
ﬁlter that is used to transform the Wigner distribution into the
general time-frequency representation. The proof goes as follows:
The response r(t) is found by convolving the STRF with the
time-frequency representation of the signal s(t):
r~t! 5EE STRFS~t 2 t9, w9!G~t9, w9!dt9dw9, (5)
in terms of G(t, w), or:
r~t! 5EE STRFI~t 2 t0, w0!W~t0, w0!dt0dw0, (6)
in terms of W(t, w).
Replacing Equation 2 in Equation 5,
r~t! 5EE STRFS~t 2 t9, w9!FEE g~t0 2 t9, w0 2 w9!
W~t0, w0!dt0dw0Gdt9dw9 (7)
Therefore,
STRFI~t 2 t0, w0! 5EE g~t0 2 t9, w0 2 w9!STRFS~t 2 t9, w9!dt9dw9
or
STRFI~t, w! 5EEg~t9 2 t, w 2 w9!STRFS~t9, w9!dt9dw9.
(8)
Therefore, STRFS will only be theoretically equivalent to STRFI
if one is able to invert the ﬁltering operation shown in Equation
8. Just as for the transformation between G and W, this operation
will be possible only if the kernel of G is nonzero at all Fourier
values where STRFI has signiﬁcant power. Because STRFI is a
priori not known, a rigorous implementation would require a
time-frequency distribution with nonzero kernel. In this manner,
one would be able not only to ﬁnd STRFI, but also to compare the
STRFs found by different research groups.
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